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The introduction and spread of non-indigenous aquatic nuisance species (ANS)
is an emerging global problem. Since the European colonization of North
America, a large number of non-indigenous species have been introduced into
the United States as a result of human activities. In the past decade, several non-
indigenousaquaticspecies, includingthe Eurasian zebra mussel, European ruffe
and Asian clam, have been unintentionally introduced into the United States
with substantial, immediate effects on human activities and the receiving
ecosystems.

Non-indigenous species can cause significantecologicaland economic
problems. If suchspecies become established, they may disrupt species
relationships in the new habitat, reduceyields of economically importantcrops
andgamespecies, contribute to public health problems, and produce other
adverseeffects. The introduced species may prey upon, out compete, parasitize,
or cause disease in native species,and in the worst case, drive them to
extinction.

For example, the zebra mussel, native to the region of the BlackandCaspian
seas and found throughout much of Europe, was unintentionally introduced into
the Great Lakes, most likely by ballast water. It was first observed in Lakes St.
Clairand Erie in 1988. Since then, populations have exploded and zebra
mussels have been found in all five of the Great Lakes and in the Hudson,
Susquehanna, Illinois,Tennessee and upperMississippi Rivers and now
threatens to cross the continental divide. The zebra mussel is significantly
impactingnative clam populations in Lakes Erieand St. Clair by colonizing their
shells, thus interfering with their food supply. Although there were at least 18
species of native clams in Lake St. Clair in 1986, biologists are now concerned
that the mussel could become virtually the only filter-feeding mollusk in the
Lake. Similar impacts arebeing experiencedin estuarine and coastal waters
around the country.



The introduction of exotics, and their disruption of the host ecosystem, can
ultimately have important socioeconomic repercussions. We have seen that the
invader can threaten native stocks of economic importance, either commercially
or on a subsistence basis. Or, it can generate significant public expense through
bio fouling, a process by which materials such as plant foliage and mollusk
shells clog waterways, damage moving equipment parts, and colonize sunken
structures. Several aquatic plant species are notable for bio-fouling of lakes,
streams, and impoundments. In addition to increasing the rate of eutrophication
and sedimentation in these water bodies, aquatic weeds reduce navigability by
catching boat propellers, and impair recreation values by diminishing water
quality.

As economic and ecological impacts continue to grow, Federal, State and
Provincial governments are establishing policies to combat the increasing rate of
invasions and their accompanying impacts. The United States Congress enacted
the Non-indigenous Aquatic Nuisance Prevention and Control Act of 1990 to
respond, in part, to the presence of zebra mussels and other non-indigenous
aquatic nuisance species in U.S. waters. The Act established ballast water
regulations for the Great Lakes and the Aquatic Nuisance Species (ANS) Task
Force to coordinate national, cross agency activities intended to limit
introductions and respond to subsequent economic and environmental impacts.

The National Invasive Species Act (NISA) of 1996,amendedthe 1990Act by
authorizing the establishment of voluntary nationalballast water management
guidelines for all other waters of the United States, and establishment of a
National Ballast Information Clearinghouse. NISA also established Regional
Panelsand expanded the ANS Task Force to include the Chesapeake Bay
Programand the San Francisco Estuary Program as Ex-officio members.
Chaired by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration, the Task Force has brought together various
entities (States, Tribes, Industry, etc.) to focus on: reducing the risk of new
unintentional introductions; detecting new and monitoring previously observed
ANS; and implementing timely, cost-effective, and environmentally sound
control of ANS.

This panel presents federal, regional and state perspectives on the growing
problem of aquatic nuisance species as well as provides an overview of the
efforts underway to manage and control ANS. Following are brief summaries of
the five presentations that compose this panel:

Betsy Salter U.S. Environmental ProtectionAgency
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U.S. Fish and Wildlife Aquatic Nuisance Species Management and Control
Efforts.

Hannibal Bolton, Chief of the Division of Fish & Wildlife Management Assistance, U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS)

The U.S. FWS conducts a variety of activities and programs for non-indigenous ANS
both as the federal agency responsible for protecting the Nation's fish and wildlife
resources and as a member of the Aquatic Nuisance Species Task Force.We:

• Support implementation of ANS management plans —The Act allows a governor,
tribal government, or interstate cooperative to prepareand submit to the Task
Force a comprehensive state management plan that identifies management
measures and funding needed to reduce infestations of ANS. So far, Michigan,
New York, and Ohio have approved plansand have received partial funding from
the Service. There are at least IS additional plans in various stages of
development.

• Initiatecriticalballastmanagement demonstration projects - Numerous ANS are
introduced and spread via the ballast water of ships. The Service provides
technical and funding assistance for critical research into ways to prevent transport
of non-indigenous species throughballastwater. Two such efforts arethe Great
Lakes BallastTechnology DemonstrationProjectand the Ballast Water
Demonstration Program, as called for by the reauthorized Act.

• Prevent the spreadof round goby and other ANS between the Great Lakes and the
Mississippi River Basin - The introduction and spread of the round-nosedgoby in
the Great Lakes represents yet another ANS that may have adverse impacts on
native species and local economies. The Service monitors the round-nosegoby's
spread towards the Mississippi RiverBasin and assists in investigations for
methodsto prevent/reduce dispersal of all ANS betweenthe two basins. The
Service will also help explore the feasibility of dispersal barriers for other man-
made interconnecting channels and natural riversthat provide pathways for ANS.

• Expand implementationof the BrownTree Snake Control Plan - the brown
tree snake (BTS) is a non-indigenous species that invaded Guam and has
wreaked havoc on dozens of native islandspecies, causing numerous local
extinctions. To help combat the problem, the Service coordinates
implementation of the Brown Tree Snake Control Plan, asrecently approved
by the Aquatic Nuisance Species Task Force (Task Force).

• Develop and implement the 100th Meridian Initiative slowing western spread of
zebra mussels and other ANS - The 100,h Meridian Initiative will focus on
variouspathwayshaving the potential of bringingzebra mussels west, where
damageto California'swaterwayscould be particularly devastating. This will
include the development and implementation of a voluntary program to inspect
trailered boats for zebra mussels and other ANS in 6 states and Manitoba,
along the 100lh Meridian. TheService will also assist in providing information
and technical assistance to commercial haulers, private boat owners, and
anglers.



• Campaign AgainstInvasive Alien Species: An Action Plan forthe Nation - in
response to a letter signed by 507scientists encouraging the Administration to take
a more proactive position towards invasive species, theVice President has directed
the preparation of anAdministration strategy to combat the introduction andspread
of non-indigenous nuisance species in the United States. The Service will playa
key role in the development and implementation of this strategy.

With new invasions and their associated impacts to the Nation's aquatic resources and
biodiversityoccurring atan accelerating rate. Congress andthe Administration are
placing increasedexpectations on the Service.

Hannibal Bolton, Chief Division of Fish & Wildlife Management Assistance
U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service

4401 N. Fairfax Dr. Room 810

Arlington, VA 22203
703/358-2464 (ph)
703/358-2044 (fax)
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Invasion of Marine and Estuarine Habitats by Non-indigenous Species:

Patterns and Processes in Chesapeake Bay

Gregory M. Ruiz, Smithsonian Environmental Research Center

The Smithsonian Environmental Research Center (SERC) has established a broad
research program to examine mechanisms, patterns, and consequences of marine
invasions. A large component of our research focuses on the Chesapeake Bay as a model
system to measure invasion processesand to compare with other global regions. The
Chesapeake has one of the longest histories of maritime activity in the U.S., opening
corridors for NIS transfer approximately 4 centuries ago. Although still incomplete, we
have documented the history of Chesapeake Bay invasions, identifying over 100 non-
indigenous species. Most of these species have been longtime residents and occupy
lower salinity waters.

It is clear that many non-indigenous species arrive in ballast water of ships, but the
effects of source region and ballast water management on resident ballast communities
are virtually unexplored. Our data from ballast water arriving to Chesapeake Bay
(Maryland and Virginia) and PrinceWilliam Sound (Alaska), demonstrate: (1) density
and diversity of organisms decreasewith voyage duration, (2) domestic ballast water has
a higher density of organisms than ballast water from older, foreign sources, (3) domestic
ballast water is an active corridor for the transfer of non-indigenous species, and (4)
ballast water exchange does reduce the density of some organisms to less man 10% of
die original density.

These data begin to measure variation in biota of ballast water with different histories,
but many aspects of the relationship between delivery of biota and invasion success
remain unclear within a single port or among ports. Although invasions continue to
result from ballast water release, we cannot yet predict which species will become
established or when establishment will occur. In addition, it is likely that not all ports are
equally susceptible to invasion from the same species pool, but variation in susceptibility
has not been measured. A long-term goal of our research program is to measure the
relationship^) between supply and invasion by comparing patternsof ballast water
delivery and management to patternsof invasion both within and among sites.

Gregory M. Ruiz Smithsonian Environmental Research Center
P.O. Box 28

Edgewater.MD USA, 21037
(ph) I 301 261 4190
(fax) 1 301 261 7954
Email: ruiz@serc.si.edu



Southern Watersheds Common Reed Project

Kennedy H. Clark, Virginia Department ofConservation and Recreation

The Southern Watersheds Common Reed Projectwas an interagency effort to
demonstrate effective control of the invasive wetland plant, common reed (Phragmites
australis (Cav.) Trin. ex Steud.), while simultaneously increasing public awareness of the
common reed problem and encouraging preventive measures in southeastern Virginia.
The objectives of the project were as follows:

• select 40 - 80 hectares of common reed imminently threatening the biological
resources of the Southern Watersheds and demonstrate effective control of the

plant;

• produce and disseminate educational materials and programs for use by project
cooperatorsdesigned to increase public awarenessof the common reed issue;
and

• initiate a cooperative effort regarding control of common reed among land
managers.

The Southern Watersheds is an areaof high ecological significance in southeastern
Virginia. The extent of common reed in wetlands of the Southern Watersheds has
increased drastically over the past two decades. A group of fifteen cooperating agencies
and organizations selected 28 stands of common reed in the Southern Watersheds as the
targets of control efforts. Treatment stands were subjected to two applications of
herbicide in successive autumns. When possible, prescribedbums were execute-
between the two herbicide applications. Results of quantitative monitoring indicated that
satisfactory control of common reed was achieved only in those stands that were sprayed
twice and bumed. Unbumed stands experienced some control, but common reed is still
present and is expected to increase to pre-lreatment vigor.

Based upon the experience of this endeavor, the project cooperators have made the
following recommendations:

Form the "Southern Watersheds Common Reed Working Group.®
Employ remote sensing for monitoring of common reed.
Continue and expand public education initiatives.
Encourage preventive measures.
Advocate research on common reed.

Continue control efforts.

Pursue funding to facilitate the implementation of the above recommendations.

Kennedy H. Clark Virginia Department ofConservation and Recreation
Division of Natural Heritage
1500 East Main Street, Suite 312
Richmond, Virginia 23219
804/786-7951 (ph)
804/371-2674 (fax)
email: khc@dcr.state.va.us



Pathways and Management of Marine Indigenous Species in the Shared
Waters of British Columbia and Washington

Nancy McKay, Chairof the PugetSound Water Quality Action Team

The Environmental Cooperation CouncilofWashington and BritishColumbia was
established soon after the 1992signingof the Environmental Cooperation Agreement
between British Columbia and Washington. The Council convened the Marine Science
Panel to identify the most pressingenvironmental issues facing the shared inland marine
watersofWashington and BritishColumbia. The panel recommended that preventing
the introduction of additional nonnativc species to the sharedmarine waters is a high-
priority issueamenable to joint actions of government agencies, scientists andcitizensof
the province and state.

Following receipt of the panel report, theCouncil convened the Puget Sound/Georgia
Basin International Task Force, which is addressing the principal issues identified by the
panel through several setsof parallel working groups inWashington and British
Columbia. The working groups are charged with making recommendations through the
Task Force to theCouncil thatwill propose complementary actions to be undertaken by
the respective provincial andstate jurisdictions to improve the management and
protectionof the sharedmarine waters.

Recommendations fromthe ExoticSpeciesWork Group fall into the following
categories: Baseline Information, Education, Communication, Regulation, Aquaculture,
Aquarium Trade and Public Aquaria, Research Institutions, Seafood Markets, and
Shipping.

Nancy McKay, Chair Puget Sound Estuary Program
PO Box 40900 PugetSound Water Quality Action Team
Olympia, WA 98504-0900 PO Box 40900
360/407-7300 Olympia, WA 98504-0900

360/407-7300

360/407-7333 (fax)
email: NMcKay@psat.wa.gov



Western Regional Aquatic Nuisance Species Panel

Jodi Cassell, Marine Advisor, Univ. California Sea Grant Extension

The San Francisco Bay estuarymay be the most invadedestuary in the world, with some
234 non-indigenous ANS documented to now have established populations. The rate at
which new ANS are becoming established in the San FranciscoBay estuary has
increased from one ANS per year in I960 to four ANS per year in 1997. National
recognition of these alarming numbers led to the San FranciscoEstuary Project (SFEP)
being included as an Ex-Officio member of the Aquatic Nuisance Species Task Force. In
addition, the SFEPis a memberof the Western Regional Panel (WRP) on Aquatic
Nuisance Species that has been establishedunder the authority of the National Invasive
Species Act of 1996. The WRP, co-chaired by Max Haegle, U.S. Bureauof
Reclamation, Denver, Co and Randy Brown, CA Department of Water Resources, is
composed of representatives fromstate, provincial and federal agenciesand privatewater
interests and encompasses an extensive geographicrange,all states and provinces west of
the 100th Meridian as well as Guam, Hawaii and Alaska. The goal of the WRP is to
protect limited western aquatic resources by preventing the introduction and spread of
exotic nuisance species into western marine and freshwater systems through the
coordinated management and researchactivities of state, tribal, federal, commercial,
environmental, researchentities and other regional panels. The WRP has met in
Portland, Oregon in July 1997 and in Sacramento, CA in March 1998. WRP activities to
date include:

• Development of a WRP web pageto facilitate communicationand education
efforts;

• Distribution of a model State ANS planto WRP members to facilitate
individual State efforts to adopt ANS management plans and to promote
regional consistency;

• Development and distribution of an outreach and education product inventory
to promote use of existing materials and to identify information gaps;

• Participation on the 100thMeridian Initiative;
• Development of a Western Region Fact and Resource Workbook;
• Developmentof an inventoryof ANS research and managementinformation;

and

• Development of a legalcompendium.

Additional activities to be undertaken include:

• Identification of components of an emergency response protocol;
• Development of a pathways risk assessment;
• Development of an economic impact analysis for ANS in the western region;

and

• Development of genericoutreachmaterials(fact sheets, brochures) for ANS.

Jodi Cassell Marine Advisor, UC Sea Grant Extension
300 Piedmont Ave, Rm 305A
San Bruno, CA 94066
650/871-7559 fax: 650/871-7399

jlcassell@ucdavis.edu
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Scientific Input to Coastal Management and Policy: Three Models

ofCommunication

Danielle Luttenberg and Don Scavia,
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, Coastal Ocean Program

Introduction

Environmental policy-makers need scientific information to aid them in the
decision-making process. Decisions concerning natural resource management
and use should be based upon a clear understanding of the dynamics of natural
systems, to ensure their effectiveness in the long-term (NRC, 1992). This is
especially true for coastal ecosystems which are characterized by complex
biological and physical interactions and subjected to increasing human pressures
as coastal populations grow (NRC, 1995). Scientists have a responsibility to
ensure that policy makers and resource managers have access to the best coastal
science information available (Baird, 1996). That means not only supplying
information but also communicating the relevance and implications of scientific
findings to non-science audiences.

In the past, resistance from both sides has limited the use of scientific
information in decision-making. Scientists and mangers worked within cultures
that had very different concepts and understandings of natural systems.
Management decisions were often based on deterministic models of nature that
assumed direct, linear relationships between human impacts and natural
responses. Research that suggested greater complexity was seen esoteric,
irrelevant, and not applicable to the 'real world' in which managers worked
(Boesch and Macke, 1995; Baskerville, 1997). Most scientists, on the other
hand, had little interest in studying human-impacted systems and sought out
'pristine' environments in which to conduct their research (Pulliam, 1997).....
They regarded applied science as some sort of lesser intellectual endeavor that
reaped few interesting insights or rewards (Boesch and Macke, 1995).

These views have been changing in recent years. As managed resources
continue to decline worldwide and standard management practices have had
limited success in stemming this trend, many managers and policy makers are
looking for ways to use scientific understanding in the design of management
tools. This new interest in science and especially in research is reflected in the
development of strategies such as ecosystem management, sustainable
development, and adaptive management, and the recent focus on cumulative
impacts. Scientists are changing their attitudes as well. Today there are few, if
any, natural systems that remain completely untouched by human influence and
thus, the study of human-induced change has become a fact of life for many
scientists whether intentional or not. In many disciplines, this reality is driving
a shift towards a paradigm that considers humans as part of, not apart from,
natural systems and new techniques are being developed that reflect this
understanding. Finally, after complaining for many years that the debates over
environmental issues were not scientific enough, more and more scientists are
looking for ways to become involved in these important public policy issues.



The polarized attitudes of both policymakersandscientists have also been
changedby the important insightsand societal awareness that have come from
applied efforts such as monitoring and from basic research results that have led
to unforeseen practical applications of societal benefit. The long-term records of
atmosphericcarbondioxide that have furthered our understanding of climate
change are an excellent example of the former, while the basic research on
ozone that unexpectedly led to a global ban on chloroflurocarbons (CFCs)
illustrates the latter.

The Scientific Process

The integration of science into policy means more than just injecting scientific
information atvarious points in the policy process. Science can playan
important role in shaping the policy process itself(Knecht, 1995). Policy and
managementcan also have an important role in the scientific process, although
interactions between scientists andpolicymakers appear to be moreeffective
during some stagesof the process thanothers. Forthe purposeof this
discussion, we can identify three stagesin the scientific process. First, the
question is defined. This shouldusually involve understanding the management
and policy issues at hand, identifying gapsin the existent knowledge base, and
designing a research program to address thosequestions. Next, research is
conducted and data are collected and analyzed. Third, the information is
communicated to others.

The second stagecomprises the actual research effort. Although changes in
stages one and three might affect what research is done and how the results are
presented and utilized, it is our contention that the scientific community should
carry out stage two, through tried and true scientific methods, without
significant interaction with managers or policy makers. Politicalor social
relevance is not an excuse to diminish the rigorsof scientific scrutiny; including
peer review, competitive approaches, and dissent. On the contrary, as
environmental policy debates become more political and polarized, it is crucial
that the science upon which it is based is clear, objective and of the highest
quality possible.

The firstand thirdstages, however, represent the input to and output from the
research process. These stages comprise the interface between science and the
non-science community, and therefore,offer the most promising opportunities
for interactions between science and policy. In the first stage, scientists, policy
makers and the public can work together to identify critical issues, prioritize
information needs, and define appropriate scientific questions to address those
needs. During the third stage, scientists can facilitate the incorporation of
science into environmental policy by communicating their results to a broad
audience, making clear the implications, limitations, and uncertainties of their
findings.
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Models of Communication

The effectiveness of the communication of science to decision-makers and its

translation into policy appears to be influenced by both the nature of the
questions being asked and by interactionsamong the scientists, managers, and
the public. These factors, in turn, are influencedby the means by which the
relevant information is delivered to stakeholders outside of the scientific

community. Basedon almosta decade's experience of attemptingto provide the
highestqualityscienceto policy makers in time for important coastal
management decisions, we at the CoastalOcean Program (COP) have identified
three models which describe the ways that science informs those decisions: the
packet model, the diffusion model, and the triangulation model.

The Packet Model

The most common form of information transfer occurs through the packet mode.
It is a method whereby scientific information is gathered into a 'packet' and
distributed to interested partiesafter the relevant researchhas been completed.
Thepacket model is characterized byan information product, typically a report
or a CD-ROM. It is the most common means of scientific communication, in
part because it is theeasiest and least costly method ofdistributing information.
Another reason for its popularity is that it is the mode that scientists use to
communicate amongst themselves, and thusit is the mode with which mostare
familiar and comfortable. To effectivelyemploy this method to communicate
withpolicy makers and the public, however, it is important to present the
material in a form that is accessible and relevant to a non-technical audience.

COP has employed thepacket method with itsDecision Analysis Series (DAS).
ThisSeries consists of reports thatsynthesize existing information on topicsthat
have been identified as high priorities for coastal managers. The development
of DAS reports occurs through a three-step process. First, a listof critical topics
iscompiled through a survey of coastal resource managers, and a multi-
disciplinary panel of technical experts prioritizes the subjects. Next, proposals
are solicited to conduct the research for the reports andprincipal investigators
areselected through a rigorous peer-review process. Finally, the resulting
summaries are peer-reviewed and compiled intoa format that is accessible to
scientists and non-scientists alike. To date, COP has published ten DAS reports
on topics ranging from techniques for theeconomic evaluation of coastal
resources (Lipton, et al., 1995) to the prevention and mitigation of harmful algal
blooms (Boesch et al., 1996). These reports were prepared in response to an
identified information need and thus they have been very well received. Over
eleven thousand copieshave beendistributed, primarily in responseto
individual requests. Most of thetitles have been reprinted, some forthe fourth
or fifth time.

The Diffusion Model

The diffusion model describes the exchange of information that occurs among
scientists,policy-makersand the public within an ongoing management context,
suchas a regional council established to manage fisheries or watershed
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resources. It is characterized by a process. Underthis model, the exchange of
information is not an end in itself, nor is it unidirectional. Instead, information
is transferred among the parties throughout the process, via a dynamic and
ongoing 'conversation'. Because scientists and policymakers are engaged in a
continuous dialogue, science bothinforms andis shaped by the policy
development process. This leadsto co-evolutionof the science and management
of the system.

The Coastal Ocean Programis exploring this model by including more
stakeholders in its research management. COP projects tend to be fairly large-
scale, with 5-6 year life cycles. To increasethe flow of information from
science to policy during that life cycle we have tried to create innovative project
management structures thatencourage and facilitate effective interaction. These
structures bring scientists,managers, and other stakeholders together to define
critical issues, prioritize information needsanddefine appropriate scientific
questions.

The science and management of the fisheries on George's Bank offers an
example of this process. Dramaticchanges have occurred in the George's Bank
ecosystem. Over the last decades, this system has gone from one dominated by
commercially important cod and haddock to one dominated by skates and
dogfish. After the closing of the commercialcod and haddock fisheries,
managers recognized a need to look beyond traditional single-species
approaches in developing the recovery plan. Science played an important role in
that realizationand in the development and adoptionof the multi-species called
for in Amendment 7 of the New England Fishery Management Plan. A
significant portion of the scientific information which encouraged that transition
'diffused' from fisheries research supported by the NOAA COP because, at least
to some extent, of the structure of the research/management approach. COP-
funded researchers working on George's Bank are directly involved in the New
England Fishery Management Council (NEFMC) which is responsible for
managing the groundfish recovery. As those scientists were developing multi-
species models as partof the COP project,they were also advising the
Management Council and the insights they were gaining just naturally flowed
from the research side to the management side.

We are experimenting with other ways to involve a broaderrangeof
stakeholders in the routine aspects of research and research management. In a
coastal habitat project in Oregon andWashington, a representative from
Oregon's Coastal Zone Management Program has been included on the
management team in hopes that greaterinteraction between the researchers and
managerswill encouragecommunication between the two communities. In the
ChesapeakeBay, COP is supporting a cumulativeeffects projectwith
investigatorsthat are intimatelyinvolved in the scienceadvisory structure of the
Chesapeake Bay Program. Along the Georgia/South Carolina coasts, COP is
initiatinga land-sea interface project that bringstogetheracademicand state
scientists with state coastal managers in both programdesign and
implementation.
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In each of these cases, the actual researchcontinues to be peer-reviewed and
high quality. But, in addition,the projects involve research and research
management structures designed to increase the interaction among stakeholders
and enhance the diffusion rate as a routine part of doing business

The Triangulation Model

At times, issues emerge from research and modeling that the managers and
policy makers don't hear,or simply can't find the time or resources to address.
In these cases, direct communication, whether through packets or diffusion,
doesn't make the appropriate impact. In this mode, information is
communicated to policy makers and managersvia a third party - the public.

The triangulation model is characterized by an issue. In the course of their
research, investigatorsdiscover some environmental problem that catches public
attention. The publicdemonstrates their interestand concern by bringing the
information to the attention of policy makers, creating the need for an
appropriate policy response. It is the demonstration of the public's interest and
concern that makes an actionable environmental issue out of the relevant

scientific findings. Concerned scientists can facilitate this process by
communicating their results directly to the public, increasing the likelihood that
their information will be heard and understood.

The triangulation model can be illustrated by the development ofGulf of
Mexico hypoxia (low-oxygen conditions) into a national issue. Since the mid-
1980's, researchers have documented a growing areaof hypoxia that appears in
the Gulf of Mexico each summer. This area, known to local fisherman as the
"dead zone", threatens the viability of one of the nation's most productive
fisheries. In 1989, COP launched its first field effort, the Nutrient Enhanced
Coastal Ocean Productivity(NECOP) Program to study this problem. Dr.
Nancy Rabelais, who hasbeen studyingthe hypoxic zone since 1985, was one
of the researchers funded under NECOP. Every summer she conducted research
cruises acrossthe Louisiana shelf to document the shape and areal extent of the
hypoxic zone. Results from otherNECOP studies haveconfirmed that the
hypoxia is largely driven by the morethan morethanone million tons of
nutrientsthat make their way into the Gulf of Mexico each year via the
Mississippi River system (Rabelais et al., 1995). Earlyon, COP attempted to
communicate the implicationsof NECOPresearch to policy makers and
managers using the diffusion method. Key researchersand program managers
saton appropriate Gulf nutrient strategy teams andcommittees. In spiteof this,
policy makersandmanagers did not show much interest in the issue.

After receiving inquiries about herwork from local environmental groups,
Rabelaisbegan to send pressreleases to localand regional newspapers
following each summer's research cruise. This information helped to increase
public awareness and understanding of the hypoxia problem. In 1993, record
floods roared throughthe Mississippi River basin. That summer the hypoxic
zone doubled to more than 7,000 squaremiles, and has returned to that size
every summer since. This dramatic shift in the system served as a major
focusing event. While the local press had beencovering the annual surveyof
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the hypoxic zone, the flood and the subsequent doubling of the area of hypoxia
caught the interest of the National press and a segment of the general public. In
1995, the Sierra Club Legal Defense Fund responded to the public's growing
concern. Armed with information like that from Rabelais' studies, the Fund
petitioned the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and the State of
Louisiana, on behalf of eighteen environmental, social justice and fishermen's
organizations, to convene an interstate management conference to address the
implications of the hypoxia problem (Samet, 1995). In December of 1995, the
EPA convened a hypoxia management conference under the auspices of the
Clean Water Act in December of 1995 to begin a strategic assessment of the
issue.

The participation of research scientists in public fora and the publication of
relevant scientific findings in both the scientific and popular literature
heightened public interest in hypoxia. The persistence of Dr. Rabelais in
presenting her results to the public helped to raise the issue to the level of a
national priority. As a result, efforts are currently underway by the White House
Committee on Environment and Natural Resources (CENR) to conduct a first-
ever-integrated assessment of the causes and consequences of Gulf hypoxia.
Thus, this triangulation has come full circle and opened the door to more
effective use of the other models. The CENR Assessment process, an example
of the diffusion model, will bring together scientists and policy makers in an
attempt to address the hypoxia issue. The goal of the assessment is to synthesize
current scientific information from the top of the watershed to the bottom of the
Gulf into an information packet that policy makers and managers can use to
evaluate options and design solutions to the hypoxia problem.

The Role of the Public

In these days of emotionally charged environmental battles and multiple
stakeholders, it is critical that scientists make every effort to ensure that the best
scientific information finds its way into the policy process. Because public
interests are at stake and environmental policy decisions often involve the public
good or aspects of the public trust, scientists must learn to communicate their
research goals and findings not only to managers and policy makers but directly
to the public as well. As illustrated by the triangulation model, public
stakeholders, often through non-governmental organizations, play an important
role in determining which scientific findings are raised to a policy. This has
been demonstrated in regard to other coastal resource issues. Boesch (1995)
attributes the Chesapeake Bay region's ongoing success in developing
restoration strategies to the long history of scientificinvestigationin the bay
(including basic research and monitoring)as well as strong public and political
support for restoration efforts. Malone (1993) contends that public participation
was an "essential ingredient" that facilitated interaction among scientists and
managers in the Chesapeake Bay area. Without the participation of informed
representatives of public interests, adaptive managementprograms designed to
sustainably manage large ecosystems cannot succeed (Lee, 1993). For
restoration efforts to be sustainable over the time periods needed to see results,
these programs must have constituencies that support them (Olsen, 1993; Baird.
1996). Finally. Scavia (1997) noted that developing and supporting a
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comprehensive research agenda forcoastal areas requires attracting new sources
of financial support. In these days of shrinking budgets, an expanded research
effort is unlikely to attract scarce financial resources without public interest and
endorsement.

Conclusions

Providing scientific information and advice to managers and policy makers is
becoming more important as they are called upon to deal with increasingly
complex and technical issues concerning natural resources. Here, we have
outlined three models for this critical communication. It is important to note
that different models are effective under different circumstances. The packet
mode is most useful when the target is already interested audience in need of
more detailed information. It may not be an effective way to increase awareness
of an issue or get quick policy action. Those situations that benefit from the
continued influx of scientific information over time, such as an adaptive
management regime, may be best served by the diffusion mode. Diffusion can
be blocked, however, by the deaf ear of someone too busy with today's issues to
deal with preventing tomorrow's. As the triangulation model illustrates, there
are times when even the best science cannot move an issue forward and it takes

a third party to sound the warning bell. Thus, it is important that scientists learn
to communicate not only with policy-makers and managers, but with the general
public as well.

There are no cookie-cutter solutions to communicating at the science-policy
interface. It takes patience, a willingness to make it happen, and an
understanding of which tools are needed when. When it succeeds, the infusion
of timely, relevant scientific information into the policy process can have a
cascade effect, creating the need and desire for further understanding on the part
of policy makers and the public,encouraging research in policy-relevant areas,
and leading ultimately to the development of scientifically-sound environmental
policy.
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Introduction

The Coastal Zone Management Act(CZMA) of 1972 charged thecoastal states
and territories with the responsibility of coastalresources protection.
Consequently, twenty-four* coastal states developed and implemented coastal
management programs to address the national policy objective of coastal
resourcesprotection. The diversityamong thesecoastal states reflected in
differences in size, region and extent of coastal development, as wellas
differences in political, economic, and socialcharacteristics1 led to
nonconformity among state adoption andimplementation of specific coastal
management strategies and tools to address the issue of coastal resources
protection.

Thisresearch wasdesigned to investigate coastal resources protection,
specificallybeach and dune protection, at the state level and was based on the
ideathatthe level of development of statecoastal management programs
regarding theissue of beach and dune protection varies among thetwenty-four
coastal states. The research objectives were(I) to inventory the coastal
management strategies and tools employed by the coastal states for beach and
dune protection and(2) to determine which statefactors, if any, influence the
level of coastal management program development regarding beach anddune
protection. It was hypothesized that specific state factors influencethe levelof
development of coastal management programs. Thehypotheses were(1)
Coastal states with greater economic resources possess more developed coastal
managementprograms; (2) Coastal states with a historyof pro-industry tax
incentives anda high level of manufacturing facilities possess less developed
coastal management programs; (3) Coastal statesthat are traditionally
considered as pro-environmental states possess more developed coastal
management programs; and (4) Coastal states with a more professional
legislature possess more developed coastal management programs.

At the timeof this research, thereweretwenty-four coastal statesand five coastal territories
participating in theFederal Coastal Zone Management Program. Texas and Ohio have recently
met federal approval forstatecoastal management programs but werenot considered
participating coastal states forthe purposes of thisresearch.
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Materials and Methods

An Ordinary Least Squares Regression Analysis(OLS) was used to indicate
statistically significant associationsbetweenvarious political, economic, and
environmental factors and the level of development of coastal management
programs. The most influential state factors weredefinedas significantly
associated with the level of development of coastal managementprograms in the
expecteddirection and at a probability of p<0.05.

The total number of coastal management tools adopted and implemented for
beach and dune protection by the coastal states was used to create the dependent
variables used in the OLS analysis (Table I). Six coastal management strategies
were identified; (A) Regulatory, (B) Planning, (C) Direct Land Management,
(D) Acquisition, (E) Nonregulatory, and (F) Research. These six strategies were
comprised of 26 individual coastal management tools. Fourof the original
twenty-six coastalmanagement tools werediscarded due to statistical obstacles;
the discarded tools were (1) restriction of shoreline stabilization structures, (2)
state beachfront parks, (3) technical reports,and (4) aerial photography.

Specific independent variables were selected to test the integrated theory of state
development of coastal management programs regarding beachand dune
protection (TableII). The designated independent variablesrepresented
political, economic, and environmental state factors.

The two political variables were (1) pro-industry (MODPROIN), and (2)
legislative professionalism (FSLEG2). The pro-industry variable represented
the number oftax breaks offered toattract industries by the states.2 Based on
level of industrial incentives,the pro-industryvariable ranged from 0 to 10; a
highernumberreflected moreindustrial incentives in a state. Legislative
professionalism wasa measure of regulatory capacity and wasdetermined by a
factoranalysisof the following: (a) legislator'scompensation, (b) average
population perSenateseat, (c) average population per House seat,and (d)
length ofsessions.3 Ahigher score indicated a more professional legislature.

The two measures of economic development usedas independent variableswere
(1) household income (HJNCOME) and (2) total state spending on
environmental programs (BUDGET). The household income wasbasedon
1990 Census Data and was reported atthe coastal county-level.4 The variable
wasscoredsuchthata highernumber indicated higherhousehold income. The
total statespending on environmental programs wasreported as the percentage
oftotal state budget,3 and a higher number indicated more state spending for
environmental protection programs.

The four environmental variables used as independent state variables were the
following: (1) strength of environmental groups (EGROUPS), (2) regions of
the United States in which the coastal states are located (ATLANTIC, PACIFIC,
GULF, and GLARES), (3) percentage of national facilities in a statewhichare
regulated undertheEnvironmental Protection Agency's (EPA) enforcement
(PNATL), and (4) number of environmental policies within a state (GRPOL).
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The strength of state environmentalgroups was a measure of per-capita
memberships inenvironmental organizations within the states.6 Ahigher
numberindicateda higher levelof participation in environmental organizations.
The Atlantic variable included Connecticut,Delaware,Maine, Maryland,
Massachusetts,New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, North Carolina,
Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, South Carolina, and Virginia. The Pacific variable
was comprised of Alaska, California, Hawaii, Oregon, and Washington.
Alabama, Florida, Louisiana, and Mississippicomprised the Gulf region. The
states of Michigan and Wisconsin comprised the Great Lakes region. Note, the
region variables were used as control variables in the OLS analyses, and to
avoid a linear relationship between the regionalvariables; it was only necessary
to utilize three of the regions as independent variables in the multivariate
regression analyses. The percentage of regulated facilities located in each state
represented the level of manufacturing in each state, and a higher number
indicated more manufacturing facilities.7 The number ofenvironmental policies
represented anenvironmental policy measure foreach of thecoastal states.8 A
higher number indicated more environmental policies adopted by the coastal
states across a variety of environmental issues.

To test for multicolinearity, a Pearson Correlation analysis was utilized. Three
variables (FSLEG2, GRPOL, and PNATL) were associated with one another;
therefore, there were three multivariate regression equations. The three
equations were as follows:

Equation 1: Dependent Variable = CONSTANT + BUDGET + HJNCOME +
MODPROIN + EGROUPS + FSLEG2 + PACIFIC + ATLANTIC + GULF.

Equation 2: Dependent Variable = CONSTANT + BUDGET + HJNCOME +
MODPROIN + EGROUPS + GRPOL + PACIFIC + ATLANTIC + GULF.

Equation 3: Dependent Variable =CONSTANT + BUDGET + HJNCOME +
MODPROIN + EGROUPS + PNATL + PACIFIC + ATLANTIC + GULF.

Findings and Discussion

The independent variables which influence the level of development of the
coastal management programs are identified in Table III. Because three of the
independent variables are identified via the Pearson Correlation Matrix as
associated with one another (FSLEG2, GRPOL, and PNATL), three equations
were used in the multivariate regression analyses for TTOOLS. See Materials
and Methods for equations.

The factors used as independent variables in the multivariate regression analyses
explain 33% to 35% of the variation in the level of development of the coastal
management programs among 335 coastal counties. The environmental
variables appear influential in the adoption and implementation of coastal
management tools regarding the protection of beaches and dunes in all three
models. The environmental groups variable is significant in each of the three
models, and the variable is associated with the level of development of coastal
management programs in a positive direction in each case. The positive
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relationship wasexpectedandindicates coastal states possessing active
environmental groupsadoptandimplement morecoastal management tools than
states with less activeenvironmental citizenry. The positiveassociations
between the regionsand the tools employed indicate that regional factors do
influence the levelof development of coastal management programs. The green
policies independent variable is associated withthe levelof development of
coastal management programs in a positive direction. The finding was
predicted and suggests that coastal states that adopt more environmental policies
in general also possess a more developed coastal management program than
coastal stateswhich do not adoptenvironmental policies. The percent of
facilities regulated by EPA located within a coastal state is alsopositively
associated with the development of thecoastal management program. This is an
interesting finding. The positive correlation suggests that coastalstates
possessing a higher percentage of EPA regulated facilities employ morecoastal
management tools than coastal states with fewer EPA regulated facilities.
Perhaps these coastal states are more aware of environmental risks associated
with industry and therefore force facilities to adhere to strict environmental
quality standards.

In each of the models, the household income variable was identified as
significant andnegatively correlating with thedependent variable. The negative
relationship suggeststhat less wealthycoastal states employ morecoastal
management tools than wealthier states. One explanation is that poorerareas
may be experiencing higher coastal threats than wealthier areas; therefore a
more developed coastalmanagement program is needed to combat the threats.

Industry incentivesappear to be significantly associated with the dependent
variable in a positive direction ineach of the models suggesting thatstates
which aretraditionally characterized as pro-industry states possess more
developed coastal managementprograms. This finding indicates that coastal
stateswith moretax incentivesoffered to industries employ morecoastal
management tools than those coastal states with fewer industrial incentives.
There are two possible explanations for this positive association. The first
explanation is there may be higherpressures on the natural resources in pro-
industry states resulting in a greater need for protection of the resources. The
second explanationlies in the fact that the CZMA seeks to promotea balance
between coastal development and protection of coastalresources. Because
coastal zone management is not anti-development, states which are generally
pro-industry arestill encouraged to protect theircoastal natural resourceswhile
continuing to promote industry.

Conclusions

This research proved successful in identifying state factors associated with the
level of development of coastal management programsregarding beach and
dune protection. The expected findings were that state environmental factors do
appear to influence the number of coastal management tools employed by a
coastal state. Perhaps just as important as the successful identification of those
state factors influencing the level of programdevelopment in the expected
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direction was the identification of those state factors which shaped the level of
development in an unexpected manner. The variablesrepresenting lower
household income and more industrial tax incentives were associated with more

developed programs.

This research just begins to scratch the surface in identifying influential state
factors associated with coastal management program development. More
research is recommended and encouraged to explore the complicated network of
factors influencing adoption and implementation of coastal management tools
aimed to protect our beaches and dunes.
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Table II: Independent Variables used in Ordinary Least Square Regression Analyses

Variable Description Source Coded

• Pro-industry tax breaks offered Lynn et.al., 1992 Score 0 to 10

(MODPROIN) to industry

• Legislative factor score based Squire. 1992 1) Legislator's compensation =
Professionalism on four legislative average $ amount for each
(FSLEG2) characteristics state.

2) Average population
number per Senate seat.
3) Average population number
per House seat.
4) Number of months of
sessions.

• Household household income US Bureau of Actual dollar amount at

Income Census.1990 county level
(HJNCOME)

• State Budget percent of total state Hall and Kerr, Actual percentages for each
(BUDGET) spending on

environmental

programs

1991 state

• Environmental per-capita Hall and Kerr, Actual numbers per state
Groups (EGROUPS) memberships in 1991

environmental

organizations

Regions, coastal regions
ATLANTIC CT, DE, ME, MD. MA. NH.

NJ. NY, NC. PA, RI, SC, &
VA

PACIFIC AK,CA.HI.OR,&WA

GULF AL. FL. LA, & MS

GREATLAKES MI&WI

• % of National

Facilities (PNATL)
percentage of EPA
regulated facilities

EPA. 1993 Actual percentage of facilities
located in coastal states

• Environmental

Policies (GRPOL)
number of

environmental

Hall and Kerr.
1991

Actual number of policies

policies
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Determining theCorrelation between State Factors and theLevelof Development of Coastal
Management Programs

Variables Equation 1 standard Equation 2 partial standard Equation 3 partial standard

partial error regression error regression error

regression coefficient coefficient

coefficient

BUDGET -0.089 0.076 -0.020 0.077 -0.098 0.074

HJNCOME -0.144* 0.055 -0.103* 0.055 -0.151* 0.055

MODPROIN 0.429* 0.060 0.458* 0.060 0.417* 0.060

EGROUPS 0.192* 0.078 0.069 0.085 0.209* 0.075

FSLEG2 0.096 0.055 — ~ ~

GRPOL — — 0.212* 0.056 ~

PNATL — — — - 0.099* 0.050

PACIFIC 0.255* 0.080 0.255* 0.079 0.196* 0.083

ATLANTIC 0.567* 0.075 0.581* 0.070 0.524* 0.069

GULF 0.221* 0.081 0.158* 0.080 0.190* 0.081

N 335 335 335

R2 0.346 0.367 0.347

Adjusted R2 0.330 0.352 0.331

P 0.000 0.000 0.000

* p-value <0.05


